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1. INTRODUCTION 
THE category cat X of a space X is the least integer n such that X can be covered by n + 1 
open subsets each of which is contractible to a point in X. In particular, cat S” = 1. We 
reduced the number by one from Fox’ definition. It is well known that cat X is a homotopy- 
type invariant of X and that cat X 5 dim X for a connected CW complex X. The basic 
references are [ll, 2, 6, 18, 91. 
A closed manifold M is a homotopy sphere if and only if cat M = 1 and a corresponding 
theorem in the case of knot complement is the following. 
THEOREM 1 (Matumoto [12]). A locally pat knot S”-’ cS” is topologically unknotted if 
and only ifccat(S” - SnW2) = 1. 
By the facts known in geometric topology we have only to show that cat(S” - Snm2) = 1 
implies S” - Pm2 ‘v S’ and a detailed proof is given in [12]. 
We have examples of closed connected n-dimensional manifolds with any integer from 
1 to n as their category; cat(Snmk+’ x Tk-‘) = k. A ny non-trivial classical knot is an 
example of knot whose complement is of category two. More such examples are given by 
simple fibered odd-dimensional knots. The ribbon knots are the other examples [131 which 
exist for any dimension. We may ask if there is also an example of knot Pm2 c S” whose 
complement has a given category m with 3 5 m 5 n - 1. 
A knot Sns2 c S” is called a fibered knot if its complement has a structure of fiber bundle 
over a circle. The following theorem gave an affirmative answer for m 5 7. 
THEOREM 2 (Matumoto [14]). The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category ofthe total space of 
a fiber bundle over a circle S’ with fiber a punctured torus T” - pt is equal to m. For 
2 5 m 5 7 there is a locally flat jibered knot S”-’ cSmfl with jiber a punctured torus. 
Moreover, the complement of its k-iterated spun knot has also category m. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 3. For any n 2 3 there is a smooth jibered knot Sne2 c S” whose complement is 
of category n - 1. The fiber can be (0) a punctured torus for 3 < n 5 8, (1) a punctured lens 
space for n = even 2 4 or (2) a punctured surgered product of a lens space with a circle for 
n = odd 2 5. 
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THEOREM 4. For m with 2 I m I n - 1 there is a smooth knot S”-2~S” whose comp- 
lement is of category m. 
The proof of Theorem 3 depends on the notion of rri-category. The manner of its use is 
suggested by Professors Gonzalez-Acuiia and Gomez-Larrafiaga at Knot Conference ‘90 
Osaka. The author would like to express his deepest hanks to them. The derivation of 
Theorem 4 from Theorem 3 is almost done in [14] but we give here a simplified proof. 
2. SOME DIFFEOMORPHISM OF A LENS SPACE OR A SPACE WHOSE MAPPING CYLINDER IS 
A HOMOLOGY CIRCLE 
Let L2k-‘(p;a2, . . . , a& denote the lens space defined as the orbit space of the action 
t.(ZlrZ2,. . . , ,?!k) = (tzl, ta2Z2, . . . , tukzk) of t = exp(2rri/p)E Z, on the unit sphere in C’. 
The lens space is a smooth (2k - l)-manifold because we assume (p, ai) = 1 for 2 I i I k. 
LEMMA 2.1. If a” E 1 (resp. - 1) modp, then there is an orientation-preserving (resp. 
reversing) difiomorphism p of L = Lzk-‘(~;a, . . . , ak-l) such that p.&) = cPfor awns. 
Proof Remark that the condition implies (p, a’) = 1 for 1 I i I k - 1. If ak = 1 modp, 
then we take a diffeomorphism ?, : Ck + Ck defined by p”(zi, z2, . . . , zk) = (z2, . . . , zk, zl). 
This induces a diffeomorphism p of L2k-‘(p;a, . . . , ak-‘), because P(tzl,fz2, . . . , t”k-l.zk) 
= (PZ2, . . . ) tak-I&, tzl), (fyi = toi+’ and (to)““-’ = to’ = t. Clearly, pk = id and p is 
orientation-preserving. Since o! is represented by (tszl,(ts~z2, . . . , (tS~k-‘~k) (0 I s I l), 
p.,p is represented by ((tSyz2, . . . , (tS).k-lzk,tSzl) (0 I s I 1) and p*a = a’. 
If a’ = - 1 modp, then we use another diffeomorphism ?)‘: CL + Ck defined by 
p’(zi,z2, . . , , zk) = (z2, . . . , zk,zl ) instead where Z stands for the complex conjugate of 
z and get a desired diffeomorphism. 
LEMMA 2.2. (1) For any natural number k 2 2 there are a prime p and an integer a such 
that 
ak = lmodp 
a’f lmodp (1 silk-l). 
(2) For any natural number k 2 2 there are a prime p and an integer a such that 
akE -1modp 
a’f f lmodp (1 <ilk- 1). 
Proof. (1) There is a prime p = mk + 1 for some m 2 1 by Dirichlet’s density theorem 
(See, for example, [16]). Since the multiplicative group Z$ of non-zero residue classes 
modulo p is a cyclic group of order p - 1, we take a generator tl of Z$ and define a = am. 
Then a is of order k in Zc as desired. 
(2) There is a prime p = 2mk + 1 for some m 2 1 as in (1). Let p be a generator of the 
cyclic group Z$ of order p - 1 = 2mk and define a = pm. Then a’ E - 1 modp, 
ai f lmodp (1 5 i < k - 1) and - ai = @i+kJm f 1 mod p (1 I i I k - 1) as desired. This 
simple proof of (1) is due to my colleague Takashi Sugano and generalized to the case of (2). 
I thank him from my heart. 
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In the second case of the following theorem we take an embedding Sj of S’ into the 
product of a lens space L = LZk- ’ (p;a2, . . . , ak) with a circle S’ representing p times of 
a generator of z,(S’)cn,(L x S’). Since q,(S0(2k - 1)) = 0, the normal bundle is trivial 
and we get a surgered manifold x(L x S’, Sk). We see that Hj(x(L x S’, Sj) - pt; Z) 
rZ,@Z,(j=2, 2k-l),rZ, (3<j<2k-2) and is equal to 0 (j=l) by 
Mayer-Vietoris exact sequences associated with the surgery. 
THEOREM 2.3. (1) If k, p and a satisfy the condition of Lemma 2.2 (l), there is a smoothfiber 
bundle E over a circle S’ with jiber a punctured lens space L - pt for L = Lzk-’ 
@;a,. . . , a’-’ ) such that E is a homology circle. 
(2) If k, p and a satisfy the condition of Lemma 2.2 (2), there is a smoothJiber bundle E over 
a circle S1 with fiber a punctured surgered product x(L x S’, Si) - pt of a lens space 
L = L2k-‘(p;a, . . . , uk-l ) with a circle S’ such that E is a homology circle. 
Proof: (1) Take a diffeomorphism p : L + L defined in Lemma 2.1. The removing point 
will be taken in the non-empty fixed point set of p. Since Hi (L;Z) is nl (L) considered as an 
additive group, p,u = au for a generator u of Hl(L;Z). Note that flj(L - pt;Z) is isomor- 
phic to Z, for 2 I j = even I 2k - 2 and vanishes for j = odd. Moreover, we know that the 
cohomology ring H*(L - pt; Z) 0 Z, is isomorphic to the truncated polynomial ring 
Z,[y]/(yk = 0) with degy = 2 (see [4]). By the naturality of the universal coefficient 
theorem we see that p*y = ay. Take a mapping cylinder E of pl(L - pt) and consider the 
Wang exact sequence 
. . . + H’(E; Z) + H’(L - pt; Z) - ‘*-Id H’(L-pt;Z) -‘H’+‘(E;Z) + ... 
Since u’ f 1 modp (1 I i I k - 1) and (p* - id)(y’) = (p*y)’ - y’ = (a’ - l)y’, p* - id is 
an isomorphism on H”(L - pt; Z) g Z, for 1 I i I k - 1. Hence, Hj(E; Z) = 0 for j 2 2. 
A natural map y of E to a mapping cylinder S’ of a map of one point to itself induces an 
isomorphism on the homology. 
(2) Take a diffeomorphism p 1 : L + L defined in Lemma 2.1 which reverses the orienta- 
tion and an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism p2 : S’ + S’. Define an orientation- 
preserving diffeomorphism p’ : L x S’ + L x S’ by p’ = pi x p2. Then p;(u;, u;) = 
(au;, - 4) for the generators u;EH,(L; Z) and u;cH1(S1;Z) with 
H1(L x S’; Z) = HI(L; Z) 0 Hl(S’; Z). Since every smooth embedding f (S’) of S’ into 
L x S’ representing pu; E HI (L x S’; Z) = 7cl(L x S’) is isotopic to each other, we may 
assume that p’(f (S’)) = f(S’) by deforming p’ isotopically if necessary. Since p is odd, 
H2(L x S’; Z,) = 0 and L x S’ has a spin structure. The normal bundle of Sj = f (S’) has 
a unique trivialization as spin bundle, because n0(Spin(2k - 1) = xl (Spin(2k - 1)) = 0. So, 
p’ extends to a diffeomorphism of Lx S’ x I v 2-handle and we get a diffeomorphism 
p: x(L x S’, Sj) + x(L x S’, S:) so that p.+(ul, u2) = (au,, - u2) for the corresponding 
generators ul, u2 E Hl(x(L x S’, SL);E) 2 Z,@ Z,. We may also assume that p fixes the 
removing point. We see that p*(y,, y2) = (ay, , - y2) for the corresponding generators 
y,, y2 E H’(x(L x S’, Si);Z) z Z, 0 Z,. Since p is odd and a f 1 modp, p* - id is an 
isomorphism on H2(x(L x S’, Si) - pt; Z). We know that H*(L x S’; Z) = H*(L; Z) @ 
H*(S’, Z) and Hj(x(L x S’, Si); Z) = Hj(L x S’;Z) for 3 <j 5 2k - 2. So, p*(yi)= 
(p’)*(yi) = a’yi and p*(yix) = (p’)*(y’;x) = - a’yix for a generator x~H’(s’; Z). This 
together with ai f f 1 mod p (1 I i I k - 1) implies p* - id is an isomorphism on 
Hj(x(L x S’, Si) - pt; Z) z Z, for 3 5 j I 2k - 2. The generators zl and z2 of 
H2”-l( x(L x S’, SL); Z) are given by the Poincare dual elements of y, and y,, respectively, 
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through the universal coefficient heorem and hence p*(zl, z2) = ( - a’-‘~~, - z2) where 
a( - &I) = - uk = 1 modp. This implies p* - id is also an isomorphism on 
Hzkml( x(L x S’, Sj) - pt; Z). Therefore, Hj(E;Z) = 0 for j 2 2 by Wang exact sequence. 
A natural map y of E to a mapping cylinder S’ of a map of one point to itself induces an 
isomorphism on the homology. 
3. n,-CATEGORY OF SOME FIBER BUNDLES OVER S’ 
A subset U of a space X is called ni-contractible in X if every loop in U is contractible to 
a point in X. We write cat,, X = n if n is the least integer such that X can be covered by 
n + 1 open subsets U,, . . . , U, which are x,-contractible in X. Clearly, cat,, X 4 cat X. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (Eilenberg and Ganea [S] and Gbmez-Larraiiaga and Gonzalez- 
Acuiia [7]). Let X be a paracompact, connected and locally arcwise connected space. Then 
cat,, X < n ifand only if there exist a connected C W complex K of dimension n - 1 and a map 
f: X + K such that f,, : x,X + zi K is an isomorphism. 
By using Proposition 3.1 we will show the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E be afiber bundle over a circle S’ with$ber either (1) F = a punctured 
lens space L2k-1(p; at, . . . , a& - pt or (2) F = a punctured surgered product x(L~~-’ 
(p; Q2, * * * , ak) x S’, Sj) - pt of a lens space with a circle defined in Section 2. Then 
cat,, E = cat E = dim E - 1. 
Proof (1) Let p : F + F be the monodromy associated with the fiber bundle E over S’ 
so that E is a mapping cylinder of p. Since I?‘(F; Z) is a finite group as mentioned in the 
proof of Theorem 2.3, there is an I< co such that (p’)* = (p*)’ = id on H*(F; Z). Put 
p = L”(p). Let j : F + $ be a natural inclusion. Since F^ = K(Z,, l), we see that j 0 p’ N j. 
This is because they induce the same isomorphism on xl and the coefficients vanish in the 
obstruction theory to get a homotopy between them. Take an l-sheet covering E of E so that 
the monodromy associated with E” is p’. Then we get a natural map j: J!? + E^ = F^ x S’ 
between the mapping cylinders of p’ and idp. Consider the commutative diagram of Wang 
exact sequences: 
Ii*@; Z,) 0 fI*@; Z,) 2 H*+‘(E; Z,) - H* + l (F; Z,) 
lf 
@‘)’ - id = ’ , 
lj’ ii’ lj’ 
HZ+ (F; Z,) H*(F; Z,) 5 H*+‘(g; Z,) - H*+‘(F; Z,) 
Note that j* : H*($;Z,,) = Z,[x, y-J/(x2 = 0) --, H*(F; Z,) = Z,[x, y]/(x2 = y” = xyk- ’ = 0) 
with deg x = 1 and deg y = 2, H*(E^; Z,) = Z,[x, y, w]/(x2 = w2 = 0) with deg w = 1 and 
6*a = aw for ccoH*(F;Z,). Since 6* is injective on H*(F; Z,), we see that 
6*(j*yk-‘) =jl*(6*yk-‘) =p(y’-‘w) # 0. Of course, ab = (- l)de’ 0 dcg * ba in the co- 
homology ring. 
Now since E is a non-compact connected 2k-dimensional smooth manifold without 
boundary, cat,, E 5 cat E 5 2k - 1. Since cat,, E < cat,, E, we have only to prove 
cat,, E = 2k - 1. Assume contrary that cat,, E” < 2k - 1. Then by Proposition 3.1 we have 
a map f :i? + K into a connected CW complex K = K2k-2 of dimension 2k - 2 inducing an 
isomorphism f,: zlE r n1 K. Then we can get a map g: K -+ E^ = K(II~(~?), 1) such that 
J: = g, of, : 7c1 I? E nl K + nlI? by extending a map on the 2-skeleton. In fact, there is no 
obstruction because the coefficients vanish in the obstruction theory. Then jand g of are 
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seen to be homotopic as well. Hence,? =f* $’ : H*(& 2,) + H*(K2k-2; Z,) + H*(E”; Z,). 
However, this leads to a contradiction becausej”(yk-iw) # 0 and deg(yk-’ w) = 2k - 1 as 
above. 
(2) Let p : F + F be the monodromy associated with the fiber bundle E over S’ so that 
E is a mapping cylinder of p. Since #(F; Z) is a finite group as mentioned just before stating 
Theorem 2.3, there is an 1 -z co such that (p’)* = (p*)’ = id on H*(F; Z). Put 
F^ = t”(p) x L”(p). Let i: F + F^ be a homotopically unique map inducing the isomor- 
phism on x1. Taking an l-sheet covering E” of E so that the monodromy associated with g 
is p’, we get a natural map J E” + lZ = @ x S’ between the mapping cylinders of p’ and idp 
as in (1). 
Since the homology class of the surgery axis Sb vanishes in H*(L x S’; Z,), we see that the 
cohomology ring H*(L x S’ - it; Z,) = Z,[x;, y;, x;]/(x;~ = y;” = x;’ = x; y;k-lx; = 0) 
is contained in H*(L x S’ - S:; Z,) and the latter is isomorphic to H*(x(L x S’, Sj)- 
pt; Z&/(/lx; = 0) by Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence associated with the surgery, where the 
isomorphism preserves the cup product, fi is the Bockstein operator associated with the 
exact sequence 0 -) Z, + Zpz + Z, + 0 and the image of xi corresponds to xi in H*(L x 
S’ - Sj; Z,). So, the natural map H*(@; Z,) = Z,[xl, y,, x2, y2 J/(x: = x$ = 0) -+ 
H*(W,YU*Y~ = 0) viaj* adds the relations y: = x~Y:-~x~ = 0 besides y2 = 0. Note that 
the image of xl does not vanish and /Ix2 = y2. Then there are no more essential relations in 
the image and the cokernel is additively generated by an element z2 of deg2k - 2. In 
particular, j*( y:- 1 x2) # 0 in H*(F; Z,). 
By considering a commutative diagram of Wang exact sequences as in (l), we see 
that ~*(y:-‘x2w) =j’r(c5*(y:-‘x2)) = d*(j*(y:-‘x2)) # 0 and degyt-‘x2w = 2k in 
H*(J?; Z,) = Z,[xi, y,, x2, ~2, WI/(X: = xf = w2 = 0). This implies 
cat E 5 2k by Proposition 3.1 as in (1) because E^ = K(xl(E”), 1). 
2k 5 cat,, E” 5 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
When n = 3, we have two smooth fibered knots of genus one; trefoil knot and figure 
eight knot. If n = 4 and p is odd with (p, q) = 1, then there is a smooth fibered knot with 
fiber a punctured lens space L3(p; q) - pt due to [20]. If n = 0mod4, locally flat-fibered 
knots with fiber a punctured lens space are given in [8]. Moreover, according to [S], 
Theorem 2.3(l) has been proved by E. Becerra in his Ph.D. thesis in 1976. The examples of 
smooth-fibered knots with fiber a punctured torus for the case n = 5 or 6 are given in [3], 
for the case n = 4 in [l] and locally flat ones for the case n = 7 or 8 in [19]. The complement 
of each example above is of category n - 1 by Theorems 2 and 3.2. The other cases will be 
proved by Theorems 2.3 and 3.2 and the following known lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let n 2 5 and M be the interior of a connected n-dimensional smooth manifold 
W with non-empty boundary. Then the connected sum of M with any smooth homotopy sphere 
6 is difleomorphic to M. 
Proof Since s”” - pt is diffeomorphic to S” - pt, M #fi - pt is diffeomorphic to 
M - pt. Take a smooth arc y from the removing point to a boundary point of W. Then it is 
easy to see that M - y n M is diffeomorphic to M and also to M # s”n. 0 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 3 restricting ourselves to the case n 2 5. 
Since the diffeomorphism p of L or x(L x S’, Si) given in the proof of Theorem 2.3(l) or (2) 
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fixes the removing point and p is orientation-preserving, we may assume that p fixes a disk 
neighborhood of the removing point. So, the mapping cylinder E of pl(L - Pt) or 
pl(x(L x S’, SL) - it) is diffeomorphic to the interior of a connected compact smooth 
manifold with non-empty boundary. Make a surgery on the mapping cylinder of p along S’ 
which is the mapping cylinder of the removing point and we get a smooth manifold M such 
that M = E u R2 x Snm2 and M - 0 x Sne2 = E. This means that we get a smooth knot 
Sne2 in a smooth manifold M such that M - Snm2 = E. Clearly, M is a homology sphere 
because E is a homology circle by Theorem 2.3 and q(M) is a factor group of an abelian 
group Z, or Z, @ Z,. So, M is a smooth homotopy sphere !?“. Taking a connected sum with 
- p outside the knot Sne2 ,wegetasmoothknotS”-2cS”sothatS”-S”-2=E#(-~) 
which is diffeomorphic to E by Lemma 4.1. Since E is a smooth-fiber bundle over S’ and 
cat,, E = cat E = n - 1 by Theorem 3.2, this completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Let Sne2 c S” be a locally flat knot. Then removing the interior of a regular neighbor- 
hood of a point of Sne2 in S”, we get a disk pair Bnm2 c B”. The interior of the complement 
C = B” - Bnm2 is homeomorphic to the complement S” - Sne2. The spun knot is defined 
by (B”, IF2) x S’ u (8?“, 8B”-2) x D2, that is, the boundary of (B”, Bne2) x D2. So, its 
complement is homeomorphic to a(C x 0’) = C x S’ u~c,+St x Rne2 x D2 where we use 
a natural identification X = S’ x Rnm2. 
Now we have a natural inclusion C = C x (1) + a(C x D2) and a retraction 
a(C x D2) ZC x D2 proJ - C. Remark that they both induce isomorphisms on the funda- 
mental group 7~. According to Proposition 3.1 we see that cat,, C = cat,, a(C x D2). Since 
the complement S” - Snm2 is homeomorphic to the interior of C and has the same 
homotopy type as C, we get the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The nl-category of the complement of the spun knot is equal to that of 
the original locally flat knot. 
Since a spun knot of a smooth knot is canonically smoothable and the n,-category is 
equal to or less than the category, it is more than enough to prove the following lemma in 
order to derive Theorem 4 from Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 5.2. For any k 2 0 let X”‘k be the complement of the k-iterated spun knot 
Sn+k-2 c Sri+++ of a locally flat knot S”-‘c S”. Assume that X” is homeomorphic to the 
interior of a compact n-dimensional smooth manifold W with 8 W = Sne2 x S’. Then Xn+k is 
covered by n open (n + k)-cells in Xn’k. 
Proof This will be proved by induction on k. Let Cn+k be the complement of the disk 
pair associated with the k-iterated spun knot for k 2 0. We will find open subsets 
u . * . , u,-l, in Cn+k such that UO u . . * u U,_ 1 = Cn+lr, U, is a half of open (n + k)- 
cei;with boundary U, n aCn+lr, Ul is a half of open (n + k)-cell with boundary U, n aC”+‘, 
and Vi for 2 I i 5 n - 1 are open (n + k)-cells whose frontiers have no intersection with 
aC”+‘. Here a half of open (n + k)-cell means a subset homeomorphic to a half-space RT+‘. 
Moreover, we need to assume that Ui n&I”+’ = Vi x Rn+k-2cX”+k = S’ x Rn+k-2 for 
i = 0 and 1, where 6 is an open l-cell. 
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Note that Int Wis homeomorphic to Int C”. Take the closure 8C” = S1 x D”-’ of 8C” in 
8 W. The collar aC” x I in W has a handle decomposition with one O-handle and one 
l-handle. Starting from these two handles we can get a handle decomposition of Wand we 
may assume that the handle decomposition of W has no n-handles and that i-handles are 
attached to the union ofj-handles withj < i. Connecting the open regular neighborhoods of 
all the handles of index i by tubes and taking intersection with C”, we get an open subset 
Vi of C” for 0 < i I n - 1. These U,, . . . , U,_ 1 satisfy the condition stated in the first 
paragraph. Of course, U, n Int C”, U1 n Int C”, U,, . . . , Urn_ 1 are open n-cells and they 
cover Int C” which is homeomorphic to X”. 
Now after completing the kth step we take for each i with 2 I i I n - 1 an arc yi from 
a point pi in the frontier of Vi to a point qi of aC”+’ outside the closure of Vi u X”+k. 
A carefully chosen neighborhood of Vi u yi gives a half U: of open (n + k)-cell. Put Ub = U, 
and U;=Ul. It follows that a(Cn+k x D2) is covered by n open (n + k + l)-cells 
a(ub x02), . . . , a(u;+ XD~). 
We see that the following subset Cng+k+l of Xn+k+l is a choice for Cn+k+l: 
c:+k+l = ate x 02) u aac x IntD’ u (ac - aq x ao2 
where C’ and dC’ are defined by Int C’ = Int C”+k,aC’ = S’ x Int R”,+k-2 caCn+k = 
S’xR”+k-2andaC’=closureofaC’inaC”+k.Thenforeachofi=2,...,n-1wecould 
have chosen qi in aC’ so that a(U: x D2) is an open (n + k + 1)-cell contained in C;+k+l. By 
the additional condition on Ui for i = 0 and 1 we see that Ui n C’ is a half of open 
(n + k)-cell and 
d((Ui n C’) x D2) u (Vi n 8X’) x Int D2 u (Vi n (X - X’)) x aD2 
is a half of open (n + k + 1)-cell for i = 0 and 1. These two subsets which will be new U,, and 
U1 satisfy the additional condition and they together with new U2 = a(U; x 
D’), . . . , Unel = a(U;_l xD2)coverCng+k+1 . This completes an induction step and hence 
the proof of Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 4. 
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